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The Great Basin Consortium (GBC) is an established group of partners who meet annually to 
coordinate and collaborate on science delivery to achieve sustainable and resilient Great Basin 
ecosystems and human communities. Support provided through this cooperative agreement was 
used to help reduce the registration costs associated with the third regional conference hosted by 
the GBC on 9-10 December 2013, on the campus of the University of Nevada, Reno. 
 
This conference brought together a wide range of resource managers, fire science practitioners 
and scientists in a context that provides for information sharing, synergistic interaction, and new 
and creative ways of collaborating to address the major threats to the Great Basin.  Wildfire is 
changing the nature of the Great Basin on an unprecedented scale; burning 3.3 million acres in 
2012 alone.  The Great Basin is North America’s largest desert encompassing 135 million acres, 
nearly 75% of which is managed by federal and state programs.   
 
Conference Co-Sponsors 
 
The Consortium partners include the Great Basin Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit (GB-
CESU), the Great Basin Environmental Program (GB-EP), the Great Basin Landscape 
Conservation Cooperative (GB-LCC), the Great Basin Research and Management Partnership 
(GB-RMP), the Great Basin Restoration Initiative (GB-RI), and the Great Basin Fire Science 
Delivery Project (GB-FSDP).  Our mission is to increase communication and coordination 
among the partner organizations in order to enhance the effectiveness of their research, 
management, outreach and funding activities.  To that end we have coordinated the web presence 
of each organization through a Consortium website (http://environment.unr.edu/consortium/). 

The activities that the Consortium supports are broadly interpreted by the partner organizations. 
Research includes scientific studies, science delivery, and science application.  Management 
includes land uses such grazing and restoration activities such as prescribed fire, weed control, 
and seeding.  Management also includes identifying priority treatment areas from landscape 
assessments, project planning, on-the-ground implementation, and post-treatment monitoring and 
evaluation.  Outreach includes disseminating science-based information by conducting education 
and extension activities, including a web-based clearinghouse of information, webinars, social 
media, stakeholder forums, workshops and symposia.  Funding activities refer to efforts to 
support research, on-the-ground project implementation, and outreach through various sources 
including grants, agency budgets, state legislative and federal congressional sources, private 
donations and gifts  
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The GB-CESU is a partnership for research, technical assistance and education to enhance 
understanding and management of natural and cultural resources of the Great Basin. It is part of 
a national program that provides a funding mechanism for transferring funds from federal 
partners to universities to conduct projects 
 
The GB-EP seeks to develop funding for on-the-ground projects and related research and 
outreach education to facilitate landscape-scale, on-the-ground projects by engaging NGOs, state 
agencies and their coalitions, and the private sector in collaboration with universities and federal 
agency partners. 
 
The GB FSDP provides fire and fuels science information to Great Basin land managers through 
a variety of venues, and builds direct connections between managers and scientists. 
 
The GB-LCC enhances understanding of the effects of changing climate and other natural and 
human impacts across the region and promotes the coordination of science‐based actions to 
enable human and natural communities to respond and/or adapt to those conditions. It is a DOI 
initiative working with stakeholders to develop landscape-scale tools and monitoring to address 
climate change and other regional stressors. 
 
The GB-RMP promotes comprehensive and complementary research and management 
collaborations to sustain ecosystems, resources and communities across the Great Basin. It is a 
grassroots organization that provides a web-based clearinghouse of information for the Great 
Basin and mobilizes teams of researchers and managers to fund and implement projects that 
address priority science needs. 
 
The GB-RI maintains and/or restores public lands in the Great Basin using science-based 
strategies supported by stakeholders by reducing the impacts of wildfires and invasive species. 
 
Conference Format 
 
The theme of the third Great Basin Consortium meeting was “The Great Basin: A Landscape 
Under Fire.” The conference was opened by Dr. Marc Johnson, President of the University of 
Nevada. Following his opening remarks, President Johnson introduced Amy Lueders, BLM State 
Director, who gave a keynote address entitled “BLM’s Landscape Approach Taking the Next 
Step Beyond the Boundaries” (http://environment.unr.edu/consortium/downloads/gbc3-
presentations/Final_GBC_Amys%20Keynote.pdf). 
 
The remainder of the conference was comprised of the annual business meetings of the six 
partner organizations and five plenary sessions organized around the following topics:  

• Sage-grouse Visioning and Panel Discussion 
• Discussion of High Priority Issues from Various Agency and Organizational Perspectives 
• Joint Fire Science Program – Program Overview, Future Directions and Challenges 
• Climate Change – Adaptation Strategies and Panel Discussion 
• Challenges and Opportunities on the Changing Landscape Under Fire 
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The meeting schedule, information on each of the invited speakers, and abstracts of their 
presentations, was provided in the conference program that was handed out at the registration 
table and posted online (http://environment.unr.edu/consortium/downloads/GBC-
3_Conference_Program.pdf). We explored the feasibility of videotaping the presentations and/or 
streaming them on the web; however, technical difficulties locally resulting in the meeting 
planning committee decide not to pursue these options. Instead, we have posted copies of the 
PowerPoint presentations given at the conference on the GBC website 
(http://environment.unr.edu/consortium/conference3.html). 
 
The target audience for the conference includes individuals interested in increasing the 
effectiveness of collaboration in the Great Basin to address new and emerging issues; this 
includes federal, state and local governments; tribes; NGOs; elected officials, and private 
individuals. A list of the 165 registered meeting participants and their email contact information 
is appended to this report (Appendix 1); we also posted their names and affiliations on the GBC 
website (http://environment.unr.edu/consortium/downloads/GBC%203%20Participants%20List-
web.pdf). 
 
Great Basin Consortium World Café Discussion Notes 
 
The last session in the conference randomly assigned participants to tables where they were then 
asked to review and discuss two questions, one related to planning for climate change and the 
other related to need for more collaboration and cross-program efforts. Each of the groups then 
reported out on the top three (or best) ideas that were suggested. These are summarized below: 
 
Question #1 
Many groups are actively planning for climate change. What specific climate adaptation actions 
should we be taking now for the Great Basin? 
 
Responses: (Tables were asked to report out on their top 3) 
 
Table 1 

• Long-term monitoring 
• Triage – what’s important and tied to money 
• Collaboration 

 
Table 2 

• Water. More attention to conservation for urban communities on water availability for the 
future. Impacts that extreme events have on water availability 

• Ecological Impacts. Soil potentials = ecological site potential. Research on plant 
community impacts (especially pollinators) 

• Synthesis and Data. Clearinghouse of studies, like a data exchange to avoid duplication 
• Understanding restoration Metrics. Invest for the future, with an eye toward the return on 

investment. 
 
Table 3 

• Pick winners and losers – what do stop doing? 
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• Focus on land treatments that will be successful 
• Create climate change resistance where it counts 
• Rethink post fire emergency stabilization and rehabilitation – it’s dysfunctional now 
• Climate change will decreased rangeland productivity – grazing practices will need to 

change 
• Long-term monitoring is needed 

 
Table 4 

• Water management, especially applied to cities 
• Habitat connectivity 
• Incentives for private landowners – use a neighborhood association concept 
• Fire – get ahead of the curve somehow 
• Key syntheses and decision support tools 

 
Table 5 

• Climate predictions and habit shift maps for managers 
• Understand the variability in regional weather such as microclimates 
• Increase flexibility of all permitting processes 
• Identify regional guidelines 

 
Table 6 

• Ecosystem services in the future (for example, the increasing grape industry increasing in 
southern Idaho) 

• Climate change could cause a decrease in forage (grazing) availability in lower elevations 
• Action requires engagement of people: not just the agencies, states, etc… you need to 

engage the public as well 
 
Question 2. 
Many are talking about the need for more collaboration and cross-program efforts.  What 
specific ideas do you have to increase the effectiveness of collaborations or partnerships? (Note: 
Participants moved to new tables between Questions 1 and 2. Tables were asked for their top 
“best” answer.) 
 
Table 1 

• For the next Great Basin Consortium use “Ignite” type sessions (5 min max time limit) 
• Assign questions, transformative ideas. Pre-distribute responses to attendees and in the 

end focus on the two best ideas, then have the LCC fund those two ideas. 
 
Table 2 

• Create a central organization that funds all the studies (all money goes into one pot for 
redistribution) 

 
Table 3 

• Use Cooperative Extension efforts to bring the people together not the federal agencies 
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Table 4 
• Use the “Southern Rules of Engagement” 

(http://www.ntc.blm.gov/krc/uploads/412/10_MbN_rules-of-engagement.pdf/) 
• Use more teaching and communications methods, maybe utilize universities or 

professionals for this. 
 

Table 5 
• At the local and regional levels collaboration is OK and getting better. Often the ‘right 

people” are not at the meeting though. Need to find a way for the lower levels of 
organizations to be empowered to act 

 
Table 6 

• Work toward a Secretarial (DOI) or Presidential Initiative for the Great Basin or 
sagebrush ecosystems (Top Down approach) 

 
White Paper on Increasing the Effectiveness of Collaboration and Communication in the 
Great Basin 
 
Consortium participants expressed an overarching desire of improving collaboration and 
communication to maintain sustainable ecosystems in the face of changing climate, staffing, and 
funding stability.  The following are concepts and ideas extracted from the World Café notes 
which tables submitted following that event. 
 
New Collaboration Approaches Should Be Considered 
The Great Basin is a well-established geography and 50+ science, management, and conservation 
organizations using Great Basin in their name.  This geographic focus creates a sense of unity 
that should be exploited further.  Collaborative workplaces foster innovation which requires trust 
and familiarity to thrive.  Novel staffing arrangements such as having multiple state and federal 
program staff are co-housed allow these natural synergies form.  Likewise, Consortium 
participants expressed a desire for a centralized funding approach.  Creating a pool of funding 
from which a science team could direct funds toward strategically chosen projects had been sued 
by several landscape-scale efforts (e.g., San Francisco Bay Delta, Everglades, etc…) 
 
Recent work has shown that changing existing group dynamics by adding additional members 
causes increased distrust and decreases the group’s performance.  A certain lack of change is also 
necessary in group dynamics.  Additional research has shown that successful collaborations 
rotated control of the project back and forth between two leading partners.  This rotating 
leadership process worked better than domineering or consensus-based approaches where a 
single partner controlled all phases of the collaboration or the partners shared control of every 
phase, respectively. 
 
Approaches for Improving Communication 
Conduct a social network analysis for Great Basin leaders or organizations to improve 
knowledge creation and sharing.  Social network analysis views social relationships in terms of 
network theory, consisting of nodes (individuals within the network) and ties (relationships 
between the individuals, such as friendship, organizational alliances).  Social network analysis 
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allows managers to visualize and understand the myriad of relationships that can either facilitate 
or impede knowledge creation and transfer. 
 
Try More Innovative Sessions at the next Great Basin Consortium 
Use an “Ignite” style session. Ignite is a type of event at which participants speak about their 
ideas and personal or professional passions according to a specific format (e.g., 5 minutes with a 
maximum of 10 slides).  The event’s motto is “Enlighten us, but make it quick!” 
 
Have a storytelling storytelling session.  Everyone has a story about their work, and most people 
are both passionate and excited to talk their work.  The key is to provide a focal topic, such as 
success over cheatgrass, and ask the presenter to provide a short story (orally) about their success 
with combating cheatgrass. 
 
Get rid of moderators at panel sessions.  Force your smart, committed, verbose guests into a 
high-wire act without the net of the moderator. Get rid of the old hub-and-spoke format, and 
make them engage with both each other and the ideas. 
 
Overall Effectiveness of Conference 
Following the conference, a survey was sent to conference participants to gauge their satisfaction 
with the meeting and to get suggestions for future meetings.  

• 86% of the respondents thought the meeting length was “just right”  
• 64% “agreed” or “strongly agreed” that the information provided would aid in decision-

making 
• 78% “agreed” or “strongly agreed” that the conference was a productive use of their time 
• Feedback was also received on topics and issue areas that should be a focus of the next 

meeting, as well as suggestions on changes to the format that we might use. These 
suggestions are being incorporated into the planning activities currently underway for the 
GBC-4 meeting that will take place on 17-19 February 2015, in Boise, Idaho. 
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Appendix 1.  Registered Attendees at the Third Great Basin Consortium Conference 
 

Last name First Org/Institution Email 
Abele Steve U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Steve_abele@fws.gov 

Albano Christine University of California, Davis calbano@ucdavis.edu 

Albright Thomas UNR, Department of Geography talbright@unr.edu 

Alden Preston UC Davis prestonbrucealden@gmail.com 
Andersen Matthew US Geological Survey mandersen@usgs.gov 

Atwater Daniel University of Nevada, Reno danatwater@gmail.com 

Badik Kevin UNR kbadik@unr.edu 
Ballard Leanna Ballard Botanical Consulting leannaballard@comcast.net 

Barga  Sarah University of Nevada, Reno sarahcbarga@yahoo.com 

Barker Keith Nevada BLM kdbarker@blm.gov 

Baughman Owen University of Nevada, Reno owbaughman@gmail.com 

Beever Erik USGS ebeever@usgs.gov 

Bentz Phillip Surprise Valley High School / SVFFA pbentz@svjusd.org 
Blank Robert USDA/ARS/Great Basin Ranglands Unit bob.blank@ars.usda.gov 
Board David USFS RMRS dboard@fs.fed.us 

Boggess Mark USDA, ARS mark.boggess@ars.usda.gov 

Brillenz David Marine Corps MWTC david.brillenz@usmc.mil 

Bunting Steve University of Idaho sbunting@uidaho.edu 

Burton Robert BLM rburton@blm.gov 

Busch David U.S. Geological Survey, Pacific Region dave_busch@usgs.gov 
Cameron Michael Nevada TNC mcameron@TNC.ORG 

Campbell William Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada wcampbell@ndep.nv.gov 

Cantlon John DuPont 
 

Carlisle Jay Idaho Bird Observatory jaycarlisle@boisestate.edu 
Carman Kevin Provost, University of Nevada, Reno kcarman@unr.edu 
Carrera Winter UNR Libraries winterc@unr.edu 

Chambers Jeanne USDA Forest Service, RMRS jchambers@fs.fed.us 

Clack Christina 
Office of Undergraduate and Interdisciplinary 
Research, UNR cclack@unr.edu 

Collopy Michael 
Office of Undergraduate and Interdisciplinary 
Research, UNR mcollopy@unr.edu 

Coombs Duane Smithcreek Ranch smithcreekcowboy@hotmail.com 

Cottle Gary Naval Air Station Fallon gary.cottle@navy.mil 

Cutler Niki BLM ncutler@blm.gov 

Dallett Karen Friends of Black Rock High Rock karen@blackrockdesert.org 

DeCrappeo Nicole DOI Northwest Climate Science Center, USGS ndecrappeo@usgs.gov 
Derasary Lara ENLC lderasar@gmail.com 

Dilts Thomas UNR tdilts@cabnr.unr.edu 
Dobkin David Greater Hart-Sheldon Conservation Fund ddobkin@hartsheldonfund.org 

Doescher Paul Oregon State University paul.doescher@oregonstate.edu 
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Doherty  Eoin Environmental Incentives edoherty@environmentalincentives.com 
Dunkelberger Bill USDA Forest Service wadunkelberger@fs.fed.us 

Dunklee Justin BLM maildeldunk@gmail.com 

Dupree Gale Nevada Wildlife Federation ifish@earthling.net 

Eldredge Eric 
USDA-NRCS Great Basin Plant Materials Center 
Manager eric.eldredge@nv.usda.gov 

Elias Justiniani Hector Chicago Botanic Garden - BLM hector.eliasj@gmail.com 

Elliott Ryan Nevada BLM r1elliot@blm.gov 
Ellsworth Lisa Oregon State University lmellsworth@gmail.com 

Engert Jan USFS Rocky Mountain Research Station jengert@fs.fed.us 

Evers Louisa BLM - OR-WA State Office levers@blm.gov 

Faigeles Melissa Sagebrush Ecosystem Program mfaigeles@sagebrusheco.nv.gov 

Fee Alissa SVJUSD / SVFFA 
 

Fee Savanna SVJUSD / SVFFA 
 

Fichtel Christopher The Nature Conservancy cfichtel@tnc.org 

Finch Deborah US Forest Service RMRS dfinch@fs.fed.us 

Fleishman Erica University of California, Davis efleishman@ucdavis.edu 

Gallop Amber 
Office of Undergraduate and Interdisciplinary 
Research, UNR agallop@unr.edu 

Gandolfo Mark UNR Libraries gandolfo@unr.edu 
Germino Matthew USGS mgermino@usgs.gov 

Godby Makinzie SVJUSD / SVFFA   
Gogna Nathan Nevada BLM ngogna@blm.gov 

Green Erich Bajada Field Services rD2999@gmail.com 
Gregory Sandy BLM-NSO s50grego@blm.gov 

Hammond Andrew USDA, ARS, Pacific West Area Andrew.Hammond@ars.usda.gov 

Hardegree Stuart USDA-ARS-NWRC stuart.hardegree@ars.usda.gov 

Harmon Dan USDA Agricultural Research Service daniel.harmon@ars.usda.gov 
Hauser Scott Upper Snake River Tribes Foundation scott.hauser@usrtf.org 

Hibbard Dashiell University of Nevada, Reno dash.hibbard@gmail.com 

Hopkins Todd Great Basin Landscape Conservation Cooperative todd_hopkins@fws.gov 

Howell Cheri USDA Forest Service chowell02@fs.fed.us 

Huntington Justin Desert Research Institute justinh@dri.edu 

Ingvoldstad Lucas Senator Harry Reid lucas_involdstad@reid.senate.gov 

Johnson Marc President, University of Nevada, Reno marc.johnson@unr.edu 
Johnson Stan UNR sjohnson@cabnr.unr.edu 
Jones Ryan U.S. Forest Service (Region 4, Payette N.F.) ryanjones@fs.fed.us 

Jones Bruce Desert Research Institute bruce.jones@dri.edu 

Jones Rachel University of Nevada, Reno rachel.o.jones@gmail.com 

Joyce Susan US Forest Service sejoyce@fs.fed.us 

Kauneckis Derek UNR kauneck@unr.edu 
Kearney Richard US Fish and Wildlife Service Richard_Kearney@fws.gov 

Kelly Linda Great Basin Landscape Conservation Cooperative ljkelly@blm.gov 
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Khan 
Aneel 
Yousaf Daily Nawa-I-Waqt, Islamabad aneelkhan11@gmail.com 

Kilkenny Francis USDA FS ffkilkenny@fs.fed.us 

Koch Ted U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ted_koch@fws.gov 

Krabacher Paul BLM pkrabach@blm.gov 

Krause Katrina NRCS Katrina.krause@nv.usda.gov 

Krueger Jeri U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Jeri_Krueger@fws.gov 

Lachapelle Dave U.S. Forest Service (Region 4, Payette N.F.) davidalachapelle@fs.fed.us 

Lauver Chris National Park Service chris_lauver@nps.gov 

Leavitt Katrina Nevada BLM kleavitt@blm.gov 

Leger Beth NRES UNR eleger@cabnr.unr.edu 
Li Sandra USDA-ARS-GBRRU sandra.li@ars.usda.gov 
Lindquist Eric Boise State University ericlindquist@boisestate.edu 

Lueders Amy Bureau of Land Management 
 

Luptowitz Lisa Southern Nevada Water Authority lisa.luptowitz@snwa.com 

Mabie Penny EnviroIssues, Inc pmabie@enviroissues.com 

Maples Matthew Newmont / Elko Land and Livestock matthew.maples@newmont.com 
Mayer Kenneth WAFWA ken.e.mayer@gmail.com 
Mazur Rachel USFS-Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest rmazur@fs.fed.us 

McBee Sara Great Basin Institute smcbee@thegreatbasininstitute.org 

McCarthy Maureen University of Nevada, Reno mimccarthy@unr.edu 

McDonald Jered Nevada LCB Jered.McDonald@lcb.state.nv.us 
McGowan Kelly NV Sagebrush Ecosystem Technical Team kmcgowan@sagebrusheco.nv.gov 

McIver James 
Oregon State University; Eastern Oregon 
Agricultural Research Center James.Mciver@oregonstate.edu 

McKay Chris U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service chris_mckay@fws.gov 

McKnight Stephanie Friends of Black Rock High Rock stephanie@blackrockdesert.org 

Mermejo Lauren BLM lmermejo@blm.gov 

MontBlanc Eugenie Great Basin Fire Science Delivery emb@cabnr.unr.edu 

Morales Raul BLM - Nevada State Office rmorales@blm.gov 

Morris Yolanda Wilburforce FDN yolanda@wilburforce.org 
Mueller David BLM - Fire and Aviation dmueller@blm.gov 

Myers  Michael Friends of Black Rock High Rock m.myers@blackrockdesert.org 

Netherton Shaaron Friends of Nevada Wilderness shaaron@nevadawilderness.org 

Newingham Beth University of Idaho beth@uidaho.edu 

Newmark Jennifer Nevada Natural Heritage Museum jnewmark@heritage.nv.gov 

Niell Lara Sagebrush Ecosystem Program lniell@sagebrusheco.nv.gov 

Novak-Echenique Patti USDA NRCS Patti.novak@nv.usda.gov 
Pellant Mike Great Basin Research Initiative mpellant@blm.gov 

Perlman-Whyman Barbara Neada Tahoe Conservation District bpwhyman@sbcglobal.net 

Peterson Sarah BLM - Nevada State Office sarahpeterson@blm.gov 

Phillips Sue U.S. Geological Survey sue_phillips@usgs.gov 

Pilliod David USGS FRESC dpilliod@usgs.gov 
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Pope Chuck Nevada Land Trust c.pope@nevadalandtrust.org 

Pyke David U.S. Geological Survey david_a_pyke@usgs.gov 
Ray Heather Upper Snake River Tribes Foundation heather@usrtf.org 

Richardson Bryce USDA Forest Service, RMRS brichardson02@fs.fed.us 

Ross Christopher Great Basin Institute cross@thegreatbasininstitute.org 

Ross Lisa BLM - Carson  lross@blm.gov 
Rubald Tim Sagebrush Ecosystem Program timrubald@sagebrusheco.nv.gov 

Sacks Benjamin University of California, Davis - VGL bnsacks@ucdavis.edu 

Schultz Brad University of Nevada Cooperative Extension schultzb@unce.unr.edu 

Schupp 
Eugene 
(Geno) Utah State University eugene.schupp@usu.edu 

Shane Ryan NV Division of Forestry rshane@forestry.nv.gov 

Shannon Amy UNR Libraries ashannon@unr.edu 

Shaw Nancy USDA FS RMRS nshaw@fs.fed.us 

Singletary Loretta UN Cooperative Extension singletaryl@UNCE.unr.edu 
Smith Ed UN Cooperative Extension smithe@unce.unr.edu 

Snyder Keirith USDA-ARS kasnyder@unr.edu 

Soletti Scott BLM ssoletti@blm.gov 

Steinmann Frederick University of Nevada Cooperative Extension steinmannf@unce.unr.edu 

Stringham Tamzen University of Nevada, Reno tstringham@cabnr.unr.edu 

Sugimura Wendy Mono County wsugimura@mono.ca.gov 
Swanson Sherman University of Nevada, Reno sswanson@cabnr.unr.edu 

Swedberg Tim Joint Fire Science Program tswedber@blm.gov 
Szabo Kristin Nevada Natural Heritage Museum kszabo@heritage.nv.gov 

Tague Joe BLM - Nevada State Office jtague@blm.gov 

Tausch Robin Forest Service, Retired rjtausch@att.net 

Thompson Julie Eastern Nevada Landscape Coalition jthompson@envlc.org 

Thompson Joel WEST, Inc. jthompson@west-inc.com 

Thornton Taylor SVJUSD / SVFFA  
 

Townsend Kim Duckwater Shoshone Tribe hmgbrd@peoplepc.com 

Urza Alexandra BLM aurza@blm.gov 

Wadsworth Brian Pyramid Lake Pauite Tribe bwadsworth@plpt.nsn.us 

Wall Tamara DRI/Western Regional Climate Center tamara.wall@dri.edu 

Watts Adam DRI adam.watts@dri.edu 
Weaver Steve DCNR - Conservation Districts Program sweaver@dcnr.nv.gov 

Weltz Mark 
USDA, ARS, Great Basin Rangelands Research 
Unit Mark.weltz@ars.usda.gov 

Wenger Joanie University of Nevada, Reno wengerjk@live.com 
Werdon Selena U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Selena_werdon@fws.gov 

Wignall Robin USFS rjwignall@fs.fed.us 
Williamson Matt UC Davis mwilliamson@ucdavis.edu 

Wilson John BLM - Nevada State Office johnwilson@blm.gov 

Winfrey James USDA Forest Service jwinfrey@fs.fed.us 
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Wolf  William Pinyon Juniper Partnership wolfsrubyview@sbcglobal.net 

Zablocki John Trout Unlimited JZablocki@tu.org 
Zimmerman Lynn Great Basin Institute lzimmerman@thegreatbasininstitute.org 
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